202-429-3945

Susan Darish
63 Maple Street , Malden, MA 02148

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susan Darish
63 Maple Street
Malden, MA 02148

202-429-3945

Claudia Schlefstein
3831 SW BIMINI Circle N , Palm City, FL 34990

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Claudia Schlefstein
3831 SW BIMINI Circle N
Palm City, FL 34990

202-429-3945

Kenneth Werner
126 Middle Road #A3, Dublin, PA 18917

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Werner
126 Middle Road
#A3
Dublin, PA 18917

202-429-3945

Elena Perez
428 J street #280 , Sacramento, CA 95814

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Elena Perez
428 J street #280
Sacramento, CA 95814

202-429-3945

Scott Stanford
525 Mountain View Ave. , Mountain View, CA 94041

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Scott Stanford
525 Mountain View Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94041

202-429-3945

John and Mary Miller
802 Congress Court , Tampa, FL 33613

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John and Mary Miller
802 Congress Court
Tampa, FL 33613

202-429-3945

Martha Land
1144 Marilyn Way , Concord, CA 94518

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Martha Land
1144 Marilyn Way
Concord, CA 94518

202-429-3945

Peggy Kincaid
1720 Ximeno Avenue, #19 , Long Beach, CA 90815

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Peggy Kincaid
1720 Ximeno Avenue, #19
Long Beach, CA 90815

202-429-3945

J Pearce
7040 Spanish Oaks , Fort Worth, TX 76180

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
J Pearce
7040 Spanish Oaks
Fort Worth, TX 76180

202-429-3945

Irena Franchi
301 174 St. #2206 , Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Irena Franchi
301 174 St. #2206
Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160

202-429-3945

Judith Cartisano
7 Raymond Street , Rochester, NY 14620

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Judith Cartisano
7 Raymond Street
Rochester, NY 14620

202-429-3945

Ross Kelson
7330 Ocean Terrace Suite 1801, Miami Beach, FL 33141

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ross Kelson
7330 Ocean Terrace
Suite 1801
Miami Beach, FL 33141

202-429-3945

Lorraine Bell
21457 E. Crestridge Pl , Centennial, CO 80015

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lorraine Bell
21457 E. Crestridge Pl
Centennial, CO 80015

202-429-3945

Brittany Henderson
357 1/2 S. Detriot St , Los Angeles, CA 90036

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brittany Henderson
357 1/2 S. Detriot St
Los Angeles, CA 90036

202-429-3945

david billharz
1654 idlewild dr #L , reno, NV 89509

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
david billharz
1654 idlewild dr #L
reno, NV 89509

202-429-3945

barbara anne welch
330 vista hill drive , el paso, TX 79922

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
barbara anne welch
330 vista hill drive
el paso, TX 79922

202-429-3945

Roger Smith
1628 Fairway Drive , Belmont, CA 94002

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Roger Smith
1628 Fairway Drive
Belmont, CA 94002

202-429-3945

rya kihlstedt
8836 wonderland ave , los Angeles, CA 90046

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
rya kihlstedt
8836 wonderland ave
los Angeles, CA 90046

202-429-3945

Kendra Mckenna
P.O. Box 2306 , Sebastopol, CA 954732306

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kendra Mckenna
P.O. Box 2306
Sebastopol, CA 95473-2306

202-429-3945

charlie mccullagh
311 river rd , red bank, NJ 07701

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
charlie mccullagh
311 river rd
red bank, NJ 07701

202-429-3945

Ganapathy Durgadas
261 New Scotland Ave., Apt.2 , Albany, NY 122083143

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ganapathy Durgadas
261 New Scotland Ave., Apt.2
Albany, NY 12208-3143

202-429-3945

Carol Mcwhirter
480 W Rosedale Rd , Doniphan, NE 68832

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol Mcwhirter
480 W Rosedale Rd
Doniphan, NE 68832

202-429-3945

Randi Rivenbark
139 Parkway View Lane , Penrose, NC 28766

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Randi Rivenbark
139 Parkway View Lane
Penrose, NC 28766

202-429-3945

Kathryn Ellis
1646 Trindle Road , Carlisle, PA 17015

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Ellis
1646 Trindle Road
Carlisle, PA 17015

202-429-3945

Marcia J. Wilde
47 Province Road , Barrington, NH 03825

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marcia J. Wilde
47 Province Road
Barrington, NH 03825

202-429-3945

Ilene Atkins
4029 Willow Crest Ave , Studio City, CA 91604

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ilene Atkins
4029 Willow Crest Ave
Studio City, CA 91604

202-429-3945

Peter Mueller
1719 Bancroft St. , San Diego, CA 9

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Peter Mueller
1719 Bancroft St.
San Diego, CA 9

202-429-3945

Amy Holt
2952 Ivanhoe Glen , Fitchburg, WI 53711

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Amy Holt
2952 Ivanhoe Glen
Fitchburg, WI 53711

202-429-3945

Prudence Sommers
610 E Elm St , Tamaqua, PA 18252

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Prudence Sommers
610 E Elm St
Tamaqua, PA 18252

202-429-3945

Gail McMullen
1734 N. Kingsley Dr. #4 , Los Angeles, CA 900273722

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Gail McMullen
1734 N. Kingsley Dr. #4
Los Angeles, CA 90027-3722

202-429-3945

A. Joan Gravel
2038 Trevino Ave , Oceanside, CA 92056

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
A. Joan Gravel
2038 Trevino Ave
Oceanside, CA 92056

202-429-3945

Joseph Cox
25885 Trabuco Road, #242 , Lake Forest, CA 92630

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joseph Cox
25885 Trabuco Road, #242
Lake Forest, CA 92630

202-429-3945

David Berkshire
9713 Mariposa , Houston, TX 770254516

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
David Berkshire
9713 Mariposa
Houston, TX 77025-4516

202-429-3945

Bonnie Margay Burke
4378 33rd Pl , San Diego, CA 92104

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Margay Burke
4378 33rd Pl
San Diego, CA 92104

202-429-3945

Brenda Yu
1201 Pine Hill Road , McLean, VA 22101

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brenda Yu
1201 Pine Hill Road
McLean, VA 22101

202-429-3945

Marnie McPhee
4303 SE Cora Street , Portland, OR 97206

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marnie McPhee
4303 SE Cora Street
Portland, OR 97206

202-429-3945

Tara Allison
9322 Shannon Woods , Wichita, KS 67226

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tara Allison
9322 Shannon Woods
Wichita, KS 67226

202-429-3945

Cathy Merrill
510 8th St. S. # 54 , Brookings, SD 57006

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Cathy Merrill
510 8th St. S. # 54
Brookings, SD 57006

202-429-3945

Dolly Eskridge
20 Spring Rd. , Orinda, CA 94563

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dolly Eskridge
20 Spring Rd.
Orinda, CA 94563

202-429-3945

Arlene Treiber
3103 W. Crestview Dr. , Prescott, AZ 86305

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Arlene Treiber
3103 W. Crestview Dr.
Prescott, AZ 86305

202-429-3945

Leslie Starr
1806 Thornbury Road , Baltimore, MD 21209

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Leslie Starr
1806 Thornbury Road
Baltimore, MD 21209

202-429-3945

Anthony Burns Ph.D.
1110 Vandalia Av. , Bremerton, WA 98310

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Anthony Burns Ph.D.
1110 Vandalia Av.
Bremerton, WA 98310

202-429-3945

Sheila Ganz
1546 Great Highway , San Francisco, CA 94122

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sheila Ganz
1546 Great Highway
San Francisco, CA 94122

202-429-3945

Dianna Trombino
3514 Morganford , St. Louis, MO 63116

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dianna Trombino
3514 Morganford
St. Louis, MO 63116

202-429-3945

lslavens@yahoo.com Slavens
370 Main St , Sag Harbor, NY 11963

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
lslavens@yahoo.com Slavens
370 Main St
Sag Harbor, NY 11963

202-429-3945

Robert Bausch
2628 Prindle Road , Belmont, CA 94002

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Bausch
2628 Prindle Road
Belmont, CA 94002

202-429-3945

Joe Ginsburg
12210 Densmore Ave. N. , Seattle, WA 981337729

February 8, 2008 7:56 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joe Ginsburg
12210 Densmore Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98133-7729

202-429-3945

Paul Drowns
41 Tremaine St , Portland, ME 04103

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paul Drowns
41 Tremaine St
Portland, ME 04103

202-429-3945

Brian Pierce
3115 Brook Park Dr. , Green Bay, WI 54311

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brian Pierce
3115 Brook Park Dr.
Green Bay, WI 54311

202-429-3945

Randy Kessler
595 Manisha Place , Tarpon Springs, FL 34688

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Randy Kessler
595 Manisha Place
Tarpon Springs, FL 34688

202-429-3945

Christian Provensen
9650 Santa Cruz Road , Atascadero, CA 93422

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Christian Provensen
9650 Santa Cruz Road
Atascadero, CA 93422

202-429-3945

William L. Heyman
3152 Big Sky Drive , Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
William L. Heyman
3152 Big Sky Drive
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

202-429-3945

Albert Richardson
1185 Villita Loop , Las Cruces, NM 88007

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Albert Richardson
1185 Villita Loop
Las Cruces, NM 88007

202-429-3945

Carl Nordstrom
29 Carroll Hill Road , Charlton, MA 01507

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carl Nordstrom
29 Carroll Hill Road
Charlton, MA 01507

202-429-3945

Jon Current
2323 NW 188th Ave #925 , Hillsboro, OR 97124

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jon Current
2323 NW 188th Ave #925
Hillsboro, OR 97124

202-429-3945

Mary Almendarez
608 Joyce St. , Houston, TX 77009

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Almendarez
608 Joyce St.
Houston, TX 77009

202-429-3945

Jennie Webb
1977 Escarpa Drive , Los Angeles, CA 90041

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jennie Webb
1977 Escarpa Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90041

202-429-3945

Rosemary Colson
6021 McCallum St , Philadelphia, PA 19144

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Colson
6021 McCallum St
Philadelphia, PA 19144

202-429-3945

Heather Marsh
6710 Lake Park Drive Apt. 201C, Greenbelt, MD 20770

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Heather Marsh
6710 Lake Park Drive
Apt. 201C
Greenbelt, MD 20770

202-429-3945

Nick Lavely
8138 13th Ave. S. , Bloomington, MN 55425

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nick Lavely
8138 13th Ave. S.
Bloomington, MN 55425

202-429-3945

James Flengas
2633 Highland Dr , Virginia Beach, VA 23456

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
James Flengas
2633 Highland Dr
Virginia Beach, VA 23456

202-429-3945

Nancy Kessler
914 W. Clark St. , Livingston, MT 59047

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nancy Kessler
914 W. Clark St.
Livingston, MT 59047

202-429-3945

Darla Sadler
2466 Sunny Vista Dr , San Jose, CA 95128

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Darla Sadler
2466 Sunny Vista Dr
San Jose, CA 95128

202-429-3945

Andrea Chisari
720 Walker Road , Titusville, FL 32780

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Andrea Chisari
720 Walker Road
Titusville, FL 32780

202-429-3945

Michele Samuels
P.O. Box 1002 , Mill Valley, CA 94942

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michele Samuels
P.O. Box 1002
Mill Valley, CA 94942

202-429-3945

Rita Hickey
PO Box 913 , White Sulphur Springs, MT 59645

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rita Hickey
PO Box 913
White Sulphur Springs, MT 59645

202-429-3945

Marina Barry
250 Cabrini Blvd. #9F , New York, NY 100331163

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marina Barry
250 Cabrini Blvd. #9F
New York, NY 10033-1163

202-429-3945

Claude Robert
3470 Laurier Ouest app3 , St-Hyacinthe, QC J2S 3T5 Canada

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Claude Robert
3470 Laurier Ouest app3
St-Hyacinthe, QC J2S 3T5

202-429-3945

Timothy Moore
18181/2 E.Sprague Ave , Spokane, WA 99202

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Timothy Moore
18181/2 E.Sprague Ave
Spokane, WA 99202

202-429-3945

Felicity Jones
66 Cherniske Rd. , New Milford, CT 06776

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Felicity Jones
66 Cherniske Rd.
New Milford, CT 06776

202-429-3945

Michael Carney
25 Bowers Ave. , Runnemede, NJ 08078

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Carney
25 Bowers Ave.
Runnemede, NJ 08078

202-429-3945

GLORIA SHEN
PO Box 18836 , Asheville, NC 28814

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
GLORIA SHEN
PO Box 18836
Asheville, NC 28814

202-429-3945

Keith Griffin
9 Hudson View St , Garnerville, NY 10923

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Keith Griffin
9 Hudson View St
Garnerville, NY 10923

202-429-3945

Nina Pluskowski
2314 W Club BLVD , Durham, NC 27705

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nina Pluskowski
2314 W Club BLVD
Durham, NC 27705

202-429-3945

Gianna Siddens
2501 Lema Road, SE , Rio Rancho, NM 87124

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Gianna Siddens
2501 Lema Road, SE
Rio Rancho, NM 87124

202-429-3945

Megan Michaels
4100 Linda Vista Avenue , Napa, CA 94558

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Megan Michaels
4100 Linda Vista Avenue
Napa, CA 94558

202-429-3945

Robert Markovic
140 S. Van Ness Ave. , Los Angeles, CA 90004-3910

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Markovic
140 S. Van Ness Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90004-3910

202-429-3945

Michael Broussard
12554 E. Del Norte , Yuma, AZ 85367

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Broussard
12554 E. Del Norte
Yuma, AZ 85367

202-429-3945

Theresa Fregoso
640 Sumner St , Santa Cruz, CA 95062

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Theresa Fregoso
640 Sumner St
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

202-429-3945

Sheila Mary Ryan
330 W. Maryland Ave. , Phoenix, AZ 85013

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sheila Mary Ryan
330 W. Maryland Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85013

202-429-3945

Paula Bargiel
1107 Lake , Evanston, IL 60201

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paula Bargiel
1107 Lake
Evanston, IL 60201

202-429-3945

John Beaudry
33 Edwin Drive , Kensington, CA 94707

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Beaudry
33 Edwin Drive
Kensington, CA 94707

202-429-3945

Dana Karbassi
8417 Sawtooth Lane , Niwot, CO 80503

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dana Karbassi
8417 Sawtooth Lane
Niwot, CO 80503

202-429-3945

Heather Davis
27487 Michael Lane , Toney, AL 35773

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Heather Davis
27487 Michael Lane
Toney, AL 35773

202-429-3945

Daniel Wolstenholme
3859 W Whitten St , Chandler, AZ 85226

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Daniel Wolstenholme
3859 W Whitten St
Chandler, AZ 85226

202-429-3945

Linda Peterson
404 Wood Lark Ct. , Indian Trail, NC 28079

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Peterson
404 Wood Lark Ct.
Indian Trail, NC 28079

202-429-3945

Ryan Davis
211 W. Verdugo #107 , Burbank, CA 91502

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ryan Davis
211 W. Verdugo #107
Burbank, CA 91502

202-429-3945

John Jenkins
12926 CARMEL CREEK Road, #44 #44, San Diego, CA 92130

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Jenkins
12926 CARMEL CREEK Road, #44
#44
San Diego, CA 92130

202-429-3945

John Easterday
6880 Sw 156Th Ave , Beaverton, OR 97007

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Easterday
6880 Sw 156Th Ave
Beaverton, OR 97007

202-429-3945

Phillip Hoff
19605 River Rd #101 , Gladstone, OR 97027

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Phillip Hoff
19605 River Rd #101
Gladstone, OR 97027

202-429-3945

Robert Dietzman
9110 N.W. Hamilton street , Parkville, MO 64152

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert Dietzman
9110 N.W. Hamilton street
Parkville, MO 64152

202-429-3945

Jennifer Clinton
181 Starview Terrace , Los Gatos, CA 95033

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Clinton
181 Starview Terrace
Los Gatos, CA 95033

202-429-3945

Marvin George
1233 E Katherine Drive , Sierra Vista, AZ 85635

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Marvin George
1233 E Katherine Drive
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635

202-429-3945

Frances Sorensen
633 East 11 , New York, NY 10009

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Frances Sorensen
633 East 11
New York, NY 10009

202-429-3945

Andrew Long
1255 Pasadena Ave S Apt 1110, St Petersburg, FL 33707-6215

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Andrew Long
1255 Pasadena Ave S
Apt 1110
St Petersburg, FL 33707-6215

202-429-3945

Victoria Miller
15857 Moorpark Street , Encino, CA 91436

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Victoria Miller
15857 Moorpark Street
Encino, CA 91436

202-429-3945

Kathleen Wilson
12248 NW Barnes Road, #6 Apt # 6, Portland, OR 97229

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Wilson
12248 NW Barnes Road, #6
Apt # 6
Portland, OR 97229

202-429-3945

Philip Johnston
10 Carriage Lane , Scotts Valley, CA 95066

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Philip Johnston
10 Carriage Lane
Scotts Valley, CA 95066

202-429-3945

Lily Leung
1106 Bismarck Lane , Alameda, CA 945026936

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lily Leung
1106 Bismarck Lane
Alameda, CA 94502-6936

202-429-3945

Charles Wieland
206-A Compton Circle , San Ramon, CA 94583

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Charles Wieland
206-A Compton Circle
San Ramon, CA 94583

202-429-3945

Melissa Polick
280 Loring Avenue , Mill Valley, CA 94941

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Melissa Polick
280 Loring Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941

202-429-3945

Tristan Loper
425 Laurel Ave. , Lititz, PA 17543

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tristan Loper
425 Laurel Ave.
Lititz, PA 17543

202-429-3945

Stephen Matera
943 NW 63rd ST. , Seattle, WA 98107

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Stephen Matera
943 NW 63rd ST.
Seattle, WA 98107

202-429-3945

Dylan Neubauer
2026 Back Ranch Road , Santa Cruz, CA 95060

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dylan Neubauer
2026 Back Ranch Road
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

202-429-3945

ROBERT Strebeck
509 ARANSAS , Euless, TX 760397516

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
ROBERT Strebeck
509 ARANSAS
Euless, TX 76039-7516

202-429-3945

Rachel Wolf
403 Emeline Avenue , Santa Cruz, CA 950602244

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rachel Wolf
403 Emeline Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2244

202-429-3945

Therese Maltby
40 paynter Place , Fort Morgan, CO 80701

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Therese Maltby
40 paynter Place
Fort Morgan, CO 80701

202-429-3945

ellen forbes
29 shepard lane , new gloucester, ME 04260

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
ellen forbes
29 shepard lane
new gloucester, ME 04260

202-429-3945

Julie Garber
PO Box 326 , Landing, NJ 07850

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Julie Garber
PO Box 326
Landing, NJ 07850

202-429-3945

Debbie Donofrio
175 West Spring Street Unit 3, West Haven, CT 06516

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Debbie Donofrio
175 West Spring Street
Unit 3
West Haven, CT 06516

202-429-3945

Kim Mirabella
324 East 66Th St, #12 , Nyc, NY 10021

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kim Mirabella
324 East 66Th St, #12
Nyc, NY 10021

202-429-3945

Janell Williams
1536 E. Sierra , Fresno, CA 93710

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Janell Williams
1536 E. Sierra
Fresno, CA 93710

202-429-3945

Jerome Bibuld
95 Stadley Rough Rd , Danbury, CT 068113230

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jerome Bibuld
95 Stadley Rough Rd
Danbury, CT 06811-3230

202-429-3945

Patricia Libengood
4038 Ridge Parkway , Erie, PA 16510

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Patricia Libengood
4038 Ridge Parkway
Erie, PA 16510

202-429-3945

Suzette LaClair
1579 Aberdeen , Gr, MI 49505

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Suzette LaClair
1579 Aberdeen
Gr, MI 49505

202-429-3945

Peggy Larson, DVM, MS, JD
1876 Mountain View Road , Williston, VT 05495

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Peggy Larson, DVM, MS, JD
1876 Mountain View Road
Williston, VT 05495

202-429-3945

Bob Macaux
169 Spencer Ave , EastGreenwich, RI 02818

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bob Macaux
169 Spencer Ave
EastGreenwich, RI 02818

202-429-3945

Mary Clare Lanphear
16039 NE 3rd St. , Bellevue, WA 98008

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Clare Lanphear
16039 NE 3rd St.
Bellevue, WA 98008

202-429-3945

Ralph "Sanchez, L.Ac.,CNS,D.Hom."
P.O. BOX 223153 , Carmel, CA 93922

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ralph "Sanchez, L.Ac.,CNS,D.Hom."
P.O. BOX 223153
Carmel, CA 93922

202-429-3945

phillipe bojorquez
2539 s green st unit 1, salt lake city, UT 84106

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
phillipe bojorquez
2539 s green st
unit 1
salt lake city, UT 84106

202-429-3945

Bonnie Margolis
950 Cove Road, #C-3 , Stamford, CT 06902

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Margolis
950 Cove Road, #C-3
Stamford, CT 06902

202-429-3945

Anita Scheelings
PO Box 214 , Skull Valley, AZ 86338

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Anita Scheelings
PO Box 214
Skull Valley, AZ 86338

202-429-3945

Michael Mauer
932 Rome Dr. , Los Angeles, CA 90065

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Mauer
932 Rome Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90065

202-429-3945

Julie Levine
20569 Cheney Drive , Topanga, CA 90290

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Julie Levine
20569 Cheney Drive
Topanga, CA 90290

202-429-3945

MICHELE MURPHY
5435 BRANCIFORTE DR , SANTA CRUZ, CA 95065

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
MICHELE MURPHY
5435 BRANCIFORTE DR
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95065

202-429-3945

Harold A. Samuels
5659 Ramara Avenue , Woodland Hills, CA 91367

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Harold A. Samuels
5659 Ramara Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

202-429-3945

Rich Royer
po box 772 , wittmann, AZ 85361

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rich Royer
po box 772
wittmann, AZ 85361

202-429-3945

Gretchen Sackett
1069 Howard Street , San Francisco, CA 94103

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Gretchen Sackett
1069 Howard Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

202-429-3945

Angeles Leonardo
Combate , Ciudad Bs As, 11245 Argentina

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Angeles Leonardo
Combate
Ciudad Bs As 11245

202-429-3945

Richard Hurlburt
2200 Palm St. , Las Vegas, NV 89104

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Richard Hurlburt
2200 Palm St.
Las Vegas, NV 89104

202-429-3945

Art Lajeunesse
73 Broadway , Latham, NY 12110

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Art Lajeunesse
73 Broadway
Latham, NY 12110

202-429-3945

Jim Cromeenes
3435 Marsh Creek Way , Elk Grove, CA 95758

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jim Cromeenes
3435 Marsh Creek Way
Elk Grove, CA 95758

202-429-3945

MaryLu Krueger
402 S. Division St. , Braidwood, IL 60408

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
MaryLu Krueger
402 S. Division St.
Braidwood, IL 60408

202-429-3945

Jennifer Beaver
9905 E. Medina Ave. , Mesa, AZ 85209

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Beaver
9905 E. Medina Ave.
Mesa, AZ 85209

202-429-3945

Dave Thibodeau
24 Ross Street , San Rafael, CA 94901

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dave Thibodeau
24 Ross Street
San Rafael, CA 94901

202-429-3945

William Vencill
630 Francis Drive , Lafayette, CA 94549

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
William Vencill
630 Francis Drive
Lafayette, CA 94549

202-429-3945

Katherine Tildes
25 Imperial Ave , Cranston, RI 02920

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Katherine Tildes
25 Imperial Ave
Cranston, RI 02920

202-429-3945

Chandira H
8th Ave NE , Seattle, WA 98105

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Chandira H
8th Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98105

202-429-3945

Joan Zawaski
2883 MacArthur Blvd. , Oakland, CA 94602

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joan Zawaski
2883 MacArthur Blvd.
Oakland, CA 94602

202-429-3945

Donald Mackay
4506 San Andreas Ave. , Los Angeles, CA 90065

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Donald Mackay
4506 San Andreas Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90065

202-429-3945

Angela Taylor
5801 Roland Ave , Baltimore, MD 21210

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Angela Taylor
5801 Roland Ave
Baltimore, MD 21210

202-429-3945

Jeff Schwartz
82-61 165th Street , Jamaica, NY 11432

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jeff Schwartz
82-61 165th Street
Jamaica, NY 11432

202-429-3945

Richard Spaur
751 Yearling Court , Camarillo, CA 930102958

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Richard Spaur
751 Yearling Court
Camarillo, CA 93010-2958

202-429-3945

Lynne York
3143 Bertis Drive , Sacramento, CA 95821

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lynne York
3143 Bertis Drive
Sacramento, CA 95821

202-429-3945

David Shelton
3500 Simpkinstown Rd. , Hiwassee, VA 24347

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
David Shelton
3500 Simpkinstown Rd.
Hiwassee, VA 24347

202-429-3945

Saskia Santos
704 sw 16th Avenue 306 , Gainesville, FL 32601

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Saskia Santos
704 sw 16th Avenue 306
Gainesville, FL 32601

202-429-3945

Ronald McGlaughlin
46817 Bradley Street , Fremont, CA 945397103

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ronald McGlaughlin
46817 Bradley Street
Fremont, CA 94539-7103

202-429-3945

Gail McMahon
1702-B 14th Terrace South , Birmingham, AL 35205

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Gail McMahon
1702-B 14th Terrace South
Birmingham, AL 35205

202-429-3945

Caren Morris
2604 Spearpoint Drive , Reno, NV 89509

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Caren Morris
2604 Spearpoint Drive
Reno, NV 89509

202-429-3945

Mary Anne Joyce
1724 SE 48 , Portland, OR 97215

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Anne Joyce
1724 SE 48
Portland, OR 97215

202-429-3945

JC Corcoran
165 Oakridge , Athens, GA 30601

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
JC Corcoran
165 Oakridge
Athens, GA 30601

202-429-3945

valorie Valo
20350 SW 72nd avenue , Tualatin, OR 97062

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
valorie Valo
20350 SW 72nd avenue
Tualatin, OR 97062

202-429-3945

Donna Clark
2220 Westmont Dr , Alhambra, CA 91803

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Donna Clark
2220 Westmont Dr
Alhambra, CA 91803

202-429-3945

Van Knox
1925 Larchmont Lane , Lancaster, PA 17601

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Van Knox
1925 Larchmont Lane
Lancaster, PA 17601

202-429-3945

Cynthia Livingston
95 Clarendon Ave , Avondale Estates, GA 30002

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Livingston
95 Clarendon Ave
Avondale Estates, GA 30002

202-429-3945

Arlene Markman
75396 Stardust Lane , Indian Wells, CA 92210

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Arlene Markman
75396 Stardust Lane
Indian Wells, CA 92210

202-429-3945

Mike Meyer
5409 Philip Ave. , Dallas, TX 75223

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mike Meyer
5409 Philip Ave.
Dallas, TX 75223

202-429-3945

Sarah McCann
South Lake Village 218DA University at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14261

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sarah McCann
South Lake Village 218DA
University at Buffalo
Buffalo, NY 14261

202-429-3945

sheri reevse
151 n maple st , burbank, CA 91505

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
sheri reevse
151 n maple st
burbank, CA 91505

202-429-3945

Amy Kellum
5323 Middleton Road , Durham, NC 27713

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Amy Kellum
5323 Middleton Road
Durham, NC 27713

202-429-3945

Christine Jones
1825 cliff Road , Eagan, MN 55122

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Christine Jones
1825 cliff Road
Eagan, MN 55122

202-429-3945

Jana Harker
21912 1/2 Ventura Boulevard , Woodland Hills, CA 91364

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jana Harker
21912 1/2 Ventura Boulevard
Woodland Hills, CA 91364

202-429-3945

MaryAnne Mills
518 Thomas Ave. , Wilmington, NC 28405

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
MaryAnne Mills
518 Thomas Ave.
Wilmington, NC 28405

202-429-3945

Avi H
20-2c fairwood drive , Rochester, NY 14623

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Avi H
20-2c fairwood drive
Rochester, NY 14623

202-429-3945

Carol Curtis
1001 E 3745 S, #5 , Salt Lake City, UT 84106

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carol Curtis
1001 E 3745 S, #5
Salt Lake City, UT 84106

202-429-3945

Liz Fox
1008 Paseo del Pueblo Sur #214 , Taos, NM 875716412

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Liz Fox
1008 Paseo del Pueblo Sur #214
Taos, NM 87571-6412

202-429-3945

Tomas Simon
PO BOX 22 , Westbury, NY 11590

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tomas Simon
PO BOX 22
Westbury, NY 11590

202-429-3945

Deborah Woolston
12431 93rd Avenue NE , Kirkland, WA 98034

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Deborah Woolston
12431 93rd Avenue NE
Kirkland, WA 98034

202-429-3945

Thomas Bejgrowicz
480 New Holland Avenue Suite 8310, Lancaster, PA 17602

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Thomas Bejgrowicz
480 New Holland Avenue
Suite 8310
Lancaster, PA 17602

202-429-3945

Doug Walters
10325 SW 57th Pl , Portland, OR 97219

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Doug Walters
10325 SW 57th Pl
Portland, OR 97219

202-429-3945

KIM CHAUDOIR
1610 W GRANVILLE AVE 2S, CHICAGO, IL 60660

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
KIM CHAUDOIR
1610 W GRANVILLE AVE
2S
CHICAGO, IL 60660

202-429-3945

Kim Hover
11924 Avon Way, #7 , Los Angeles, CA 90066

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kim Hover
11924 Avon Way, #7
Los Angeles, CA 90066

202-429-3945

Thierry Deshayes
Scottsdale Unified #48 , Scottsdale, AZ 85251

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Thierry Deshayes
Scottsdale Unified #48
Scottsdale, AZ 85251

202-429-3945

Paul Harris
5877 Baltimore Dr. #16 , La Mesa, CA 91942

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paul Harris
5877 Baltimore Dr. #16
La Mesa, CA 91942

202-429-3945

Diane Steitz
76 N. Parkside Ave. , Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Diane Steitz
76 N. Parkside Ave.
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

202-429-3945

Jessica Cresseveur
2834 Charlestown Rd. Apt. 6, New Albany, IN 47150

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jessica Cresseveur
2834 Charlestown Rd.
Apt. 6
New Albany, IN 47150

202-429-3945

Mary Tanoury
357 Rivard , Grosse Pointe City, MI 48230

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary Tanoury
357 Rivard
Grosse Pointe City, MI 48230

202-429-3945

Craig Newman
17710 Lassen St #309 , Northridge, CA 91325

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Craig Newman
17710 Lassen St #309
Northridge, CA 91325

202-429-3945

Karen Blasche
22135 SW Baseline Rd , Hillsboro, OR 97123

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Karen Blasche
22135 SW Baseline Rd
Hillsboro, OR 97123

202-429-3945

James Zitis
PO Box 691351 , Orlando, FL 32869

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
James Zitis
PO Box 691351
Orlando, FL 32869

202-429-3945

Suzanna Reiff
6394 Scorpio Ave , North Port, FL 34287

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Suzanna Reiff
6394 Scorpio Ave
North Port, FL 34287

202-429-3945

Eva Sipos
18034 Ne 138Th Place , Redmond, WA 98052

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Eva Sipos
18034 Ne 138Th Place
Redmond, WA 98052

202-429-3945

Patti Baker
300 Orchard Lane , Penngrove, CA 94951

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Patti Baker
300 Orchard Lane
Penngrove, CA 94951

202-429-3945

Andrea Valenzuela
345 Military E , Benicia, CA 94510

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Andrea Valenzuela
345 Military E
Benicia, CA 94510

202-429-3945

John Gazurian
608 Craycombe Avenue , Baltimore, MD 21211

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Gazurian
608 Craycombe Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21211

202-429-3945

Katherine Zembko
4040 West Peoria Avenue Apt 2076, Phoenix, AZ 85029

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Katherine Zembko
4040 West Peoria Avenue
Apt 2076
Phoenix, AZ 85029

202-429-3945

David Roth
1303 S Walter Reed Drive #201, Arlington, VA 22204

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
David Roth
1303 S Walter Reed Drive
#201
Arlington, VA 22204

202-429-3945

B. Thiele
2031 Wagner , Glenview, IL 60025

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
B. Thiele
2031 Wagner
Glenview, IL 60025

202-429-3945

Laura Herndon
125 N. Brighton St. #231 , Burbank, CA 91506

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Laura Herndon
125 N. Brighton St. #231
Burbank, CA 91506

202-429-3945

Chip Waldron
4414 Garnett St , Austin, TX 78745

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Chip Waldron
4414 Garnett St
Austin, TX 78745

202-429-3945

Julie & Gary Parker & Anderson
290 Palmetto Road , St. Augustine, FL 32080

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Julie %pa_first_name% Gary Parker %pa_last_name% Anderson
290 Palmetto Road
St. Augustine, FL 32080

202-429-3945

Francis Horton
160 River Ridge Lane , Statesville, NC 28677

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Francis Horton
160 River Ridge Lane
Statesville, NC 28677

202-429-3945

joyce britcher
1840 sw 118th ave , miramar, FL 33025

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
joyce britcher
1840 sw 118th ave
miramar, FL 33025

202-429-3945

Paul Nelson
HC 81 Box 270 , Racine, WV 25165

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paul Nelson
HC 81 Box 270
Racine, WV 25165

202-429-3945

Freddy Hernandez
19500 Melody Ln , Eustis, FL 32736

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Freddy Hernandez
19500 Melody Ln
Eustis, FL 32736

202-429-3945

Kay Larkin
2715 SE Brooklyn ST , Portland, OR 972022022

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kay Larkin
2715 SE Brooklyn ST
Portland, OR 97202-2022

202-429-3945

Jerry Peters
1215 Camden Ct , Goshen, IN 465266452

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jerry Peters
1215 Camden Ct
Goshen, IN 46526-6452

202-429-3945

Ted Voth Jr
1146 Williamson #3 , Madison, WI 53703

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ted Voth Jr
1146 Williamson #3
Madison, WI 53703

202-429-3945

Paul Netusil
9 Lachmund Court , Old Tappan, NJ 076757237

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paul Netusil
9 Lachmund Court
Old Tappan, NJ 07675-7237

202-429-3945

Deanna Spake
1940 E. 9th Street , Charlotte, NC 28204

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Deanna Spake
1940 E. 9th Street
Charlotte, NC 28204

202-429-3945

Anita Scheelings
P.O. Box 214 , Skull Valley, AZ 86338

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Anita Scheelings
P.O. Box 214
Skull Valley, AZ 86338

202-429-3945

Kirstin McDonald
3643 1st Ave , La Crescenta, CA 91214

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kirstin McDonald
3643 1st Ave
La Crescenta, CA 91214

202-429-3945

lcgram3@yahoo.com Cass
PO Box 4036 , Santa Barbara, CA 93140

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
lcgram3@yahoo.com Cass
PO Box 4036
Santa Barbara, CA 93140

202-429-3945

Tony Byers
PO Box 282 759 Edgewood Ave. NE, OCEAN SHORES, WA 98569

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tony Byers
PO Box 282
759 Edgewood Ave. NE
OCEAN SHORES, WA 98569

202-429-3945

Jessica Winkel
6538 S 4165 W , West Jordan, UT 84084

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jessica Winkel
6538 S 4165 W
West Jordan, UT 84084

202-429-3945

Tristan Howard
689 Diamond Dr Apt C , Arcata, CA 95521

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tristan Howard
689 Diamond Dr Apt C
Arcata, CA 95521

202-429-3945

Joseph Malloy
836 S. Cherry St. , Siloam Springs, AR 72761

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joseph Malloy
836 S. Cherry St.
Siloam Springs, AR 72761

202-429-3945

MaryEllen Hyttinen
46481 Maple St , Dodgeville, MI 49921

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
MaryEllen Hyttinen
46481 Maple St
Dodgeville, MI 49921

202-429-3945

Linda Rubin
1700 Evergreen Street , Kissimmee, FL 34746

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Linda Rubin
1700 Evergreen Street
Kissimmee, FL 34746

202-429-3945

marlene lehmkuhl
4104 Rossland , Bardstown, KY 40004

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
marlene lehmkuhl
4104 Rossland
Bardstown, KY 40004

202-429-3945

Nicholas Hartofelis
1117 Ralph Drive , Cary, NC 27511/4625

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Hartofelis
1117 Ralph Drive
Cary, NC 27511/4625

202-429-3945

Matt Dernoga
15611 Straughn Drive , Laurel, MD 20707

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Matt Dernoga
15611 Straughn Drive
Laurel, MD 20707

202-429-3945

Gerald Morris
40 N Kingshighway 15L , St Louis, MO 63108

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Gerald Morris
40 N Kingshighway 15L
St Louis, MO 63108

202-429-3945

Patrycja Wanot
26 Selkirk Drive , Richmond Hill, ON L4B 4P5 Canada

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Patrycja Wanot
26 Selkirk Drive
Richmond Hill, ON L4B 4P5

202-429-3945

Shannon York
348 W Sacramento Ave. C , Chico, CA 95926

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Shannon York
348 W Sacramento Ave. C
Chico, CA 95926

202-429-3945

Daniel Bies
30 Kossuth street , Pawtucket, RI 02860

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Daniel Bies
30 Kossuth street
Pawtucket, RI 02860

202-429-3945

Donald Shaw
200 Lynch Avenue , Syracuse, NY 13207

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Donald Shaw
200 Lynch Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13207

202-429-3945

Julie Stanley
14320 SE Fairoaks Avenue , Oak Grove, OR 97267

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Julie Stanley
14320 SE Fairoaks Avenue
Oak Grove, OR 97267

202-429-3945

Tia Triplett
4073 Bledsoe Avenue , Los Angeles, CA 900665429

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tia Triplett
4073 Bledsoe Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90066-5429

202-429-3945

Tracie Gabrisko
217 Linden Oaks Ln , New Lenox, IL 60451

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tracie Gabrisko
217 Linden Oaks Ln
New Lenox, IL 60451

202-429-3945

Joel Yanowitz
3 Stanton Way , Mill Valley, CA 04041

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joel Yanowitz
3 Stanton Way
Mill Valley, CA 04041

202-429-3945

Deborah Burnett
104 South Center St. Apt.6-4 , Goldsboro, NC 27530

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Deborah Burnett
104 South Center St. Apt.6-4
Goldsboro, NC 27530

202-429-3945

June Stoelzel MA,MFT
10357 Ridge Road , Nevada City, CA 95959

February 8, 2008 7:53 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
June Stoelzel MA,MFT
10357 Ridge Road
Nevada City, CA 95959

202-429-3945

Tashia Tucker
51 S Sherman St , Denver, CO 80209

February 8, 2008 7:40 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tashia Tucker
51 S Sherman St
Denver, CO 80209

202-429-3945

kirsten lear
219 anita place , santa fe, NM 87505

February 8, 2008 7:33 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
kirsten lear
219 anita place
santa fe, NM 87505

202-429-3945

Ted Fickes
2646 Xanthia St , Denver, CO 80238

February 8, 2008 5:12 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ted Fickes
2646 Xanthia St
Denver, CO 80238

202-429-3945

Rastic Samela
19933 Middletown Rd. , Freeland, MD 21053

February 8, 2008 4:32 PM
West-wide Energy Corridor DEIS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Ave., Building 900, Mail Stop 4
Argonne, IL 60439
Subject: West-wide Energy Corridor

Dear Argonne National Labs:
The proposed designations in the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic EIS (PEIS) will
have significant impacts to wildlife habitat, cultural resources, recreation opportunities, and
many other resources on federal lands across the west. Once designated, the corridors will cover
6,000 miles and almost 3 million acres of public lands. With large-scale buildup likely within
these corridors, public involvement in the planning process is crucial to ensure that the
designation of these corridors is a positive step for our public lands.
By taking the responsibility to move forward with a process to designate large swaths of our
federal lands as places for oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines, and power lines, the government also
took on the responsibility of doing it right. This would involve ensuring that:
- new pipelines or powerlines are actually needed: agencies should analyze the potential to meet
growing energy demands through increased energy efficiency, distributed generation and
maximizing the use of the existing power grid through technology upgrades before turning to
additional or wider corridors on our public land;
- federal lands are necessary locations and special or sensitive public lands are avoided
altogether: agencies should continue analyzing impacts to special public lands and moving
corridors to avoid them. The agencies should use analysis provided by conservation groups to
move corridors out of special places like Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and the
dozens of other outstanding units which the proposed corridors would cross;
- projects are subjected to best management practices to limit damage to other resources,
recreation and views: agencies should make their Interagency Operating Procedures mandatory;
- risks to federal and other affected lands are realistically and thoroughly assessed, so that those
risks can then be avoided or minimized: agencies should analyze cumulative impacts to both
federal lands and state, private, and tribal lands which will be impacted when the corridors are
connected;

- once appropriate locations are identified, projects on federal lands are presumptively limited to
those corridors: agencies should limit projects on federal lands to corridors;
- consideration is given to improving access for renewable energy, such as wind and solar:
agencies should take the opportunity to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, limit the effects of
climate change and help build a sustainable energy future for the West by seriously evaluating
alternatives to maximize use of renewable energy;
- avoid wild areas pending designation: wildlands included in recently-introduced wilderness
bills (such as those in Oregon, Washington, Colorado, and California) will also be impacted by
the proposed corridors. Analysis of such impacts has not been completed yet, but as agencies are
provided with relevant information they should consider moving or modifying corridors. Wild
and Scenic Rivers that have been deemed eligible or suitable for designation should also be
avoided; and
- alternatives are presented and considered: without alternatives, the public can only comment on
what they don't like about the proposed plan. The agencies (who have all of the pertinent
information) should provide the public with choices - that's why NEPA requires them to develop
alternatives.
By adopting the changes above, the agencies can guarantee the protection of our priceless
publicly-owned wildlands and ensure a sustainable, clean energy future for all Americans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rastic Samela
19933 Middletown Rd.
Freeland, MD 21053

